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S~bst~nceAbuse 1'~evention: Its Your Business
On May 11-12, 1993, the Centerfor Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP), Substance Abuse and MentalHealth Services Administration,
U.S Public Health Service, convened a publicpolicy issuesforum entitled "Substance Abuse Prevention: Its Your Business"in cooperation with the
[Y/ashington Business Group on Health. Thefosum brought together employers, labor representatives, communityprevention specialists, employee
assistanceprofessionals, andpublic health o~zcials to discuss the role ofbusiness, industry and labor in primary prevention ofsubstance abuse and to
develop recommendationsfor action. Following are highlights ofthe discussion at the issuesforum.

Purpose of the Issues Forum
Vivian L. Smith, M.S.W., CSAP's Acting Director, opened
the issues forum by reminding participants that alcohol, tobacco
and other drugs, both legal and illegal, cost the American economy
billions ofdollars annually. Everyone, she said, pays a portion of
these costs: rising health care costs related to substance abuse and
decreased productivity and profitability affect employers and employees alike. On-the-job accidents,low morale, and poor workmanship all are possible consequences of workers'substance abuse,
as are family discord, illegal underage drinking, domestic abuse,
and other family problems. In the community, according to
Smith, crime, lack ofemployment opportunities, violence, social
unrest, and traffic accidents are all strongly associated with the use
and abuse of alcohol and other drugs.
Smith told participants, however, that the intent ofthe issues
forum was not to talk about the effects ofsubstance abuse, but
rather about the role the workplace can play in preventing substance abuse for employees, their families, and the communities in
which they live. "We are here to expand the focus of primary
prevention and to look for ways in which the workplace can join
forces with the primary prevention field to go beyond traditional
methods in attacking the root causes ofalcohol and other drug
abuse," Smith announced.
Smith pointed out that CSAP,through partnerships with state
and local groups, already has in place many prevention programs
targeting high-risk youth, pregnant and post-partum women and

their infants, and communities as a whole. But, she said, it is time
to expand CSAP's efforts with the 120 million employed adults
and their employers. "There is no better place to reinforce healthy
behavior choices than through the workplace, wk~ere most adults
spend a high percentage oftheir waking hours each week. The
workplace can be a powerful prevention influence on families and
the community." She concluded by asking participants to address
how the worlds of prevention and the workplace can join together
to reduce substance abuse in America.
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Implications for the Workplace

it helpful to focus on an issue business managers can identify
with—for example,safety problems, absenteeism, or job-related

theft.
Issuesforum participants heardpresentationsfrom speakers who
approached workplacepreventzon in di~erent ways. Thefollowing are
summaries ofsome contrasting viewpoints.

Prevention and Small Businesses
Susan A. Berger, Ed.D., is vice president ofWorkplace Programs for the Corporation Against Drug Abuse(CADA),a nonprofitorganization devoted to helping small businesses in the
Washington D.C. area deal with substance abuse. CADA's work
is supported by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
Berger pointed out that'the vast majority oflarge employers
have employee assistance programs(EAPs) and even drug testing
programs in the workplace, but only 20 to 25 percent ofsmall
employers in the Washington area have EAPs, according to 1989
survey data. Since small businesses are the key to the health ofthe
economythey employ more than halfthe private sector workforce—
the need for such programs in small business is enormous.
CADA began its work with the assumption that a major barrier to EAPs for small businesses is cost. In a small business, an
EAP can cost up to $100 per employee, compared with $20 per
employee for larger businesses. However, perceived need proved
to be a greater barrier. In a survey ofsmall businesses, CADA
asked ifsubstance abuse was a problem on the national level, and
nearly all respondents said "yes." Less than 50 percent said that
substance abuse was a problem in their own companies. CADA
found that ifkey executives did perceive a need for EAP services,
they would buy them. A major factor that determined a business's
interest in a program was whether the executive had either professional or personal experience with substance abuse in the workplace.
Berger said that introducing EAPs in small businesses involves
changing attitudes and behavior, especially purchasing behavior,
and she suggested that incremental approaches work best. Instead

`:.. int~~ad~uingEAl'~ in smallbusinesses in-

v~vlv~s changingat~ud~sand behavior:.." ~
of providing EAP services initially, CADA persuaded small businesses to join the consortium and take part in educational programs about recognizing and dealing with troubled employees.
These programs brought managers to the point where they could
recognize the problems in their own businesses. Education, management training, and consultation services gave employers greater
awareness that could ultimately affect their behavior and their
decisions.
People must have a vested interest in something that affects
them in order to change, according to Berger. C.ADA also found
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Chamberlain Contractors is an asphalt paving company with
approximately 70 employees, located in Laurel, Maryland. Aocording to its president, Harold Green, the company developed its
EAP through the "back door"—a safety awareness program. In
the late 1980s, the company had high workers' compensation costs
and frequent vehicular accidents: in 1987,for example, the
company's workers' compensation costs were $97,000. In 1991,
those costs were $22,000, and the company had gone for more
than two years with neither a vehicular accident nor an on-the-job
injury. This dramatic drop corresponded to the establishment of
an EAP through CADA.
The company holds quarterly half-day meetings with all employees during which safety and EAP issues are discussed. These
meetings give employees the opportunity to voice concerns and
express their expectations ofthe EAP. According to Green, a
strong case can be made for the argument that EAPs save small
businesses money. Managers must support the program, and
employees must play a strong role in its development and implementation.

Negotiating a Policy To Deal with
Troubled Employees
The General Motors plant in Fairfax, Kansas, employs approximately 4,000 workers and has an active EAP for both hourly
and salaried workers. The EAP,headed by Gary Maltbia, is involved in a program sponsored jointly by the UAW local and the
company to reduce unnecessary absenteeism. Both the union and
management recognized that a small percentage ofthe workforce
accounted for a large number of unnecessary absences.
A new policy was developed, which sends employees with
absenteeism problems to the EAP. The effectiveness ofthis new
policy, jointly implemented by labor and management, is based on
the fact that both groups are involved in dealing with troubled
employees and neither paxty is enabling problem behavior. In the
past, Maltbia said, such policies have resulted in adversarial roles
for the union and management.
Maltbia, who also serves as chairman ofthe Ethnic and Cultural Concerns Committee for the Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA),said that tracking absenteeism under
their policy revealed that a large majority ofemployees with serious
absenteeism problems were African-American or Hispanic-American. This fact led the company to ask ifsome part ofthe treatment program was not responding to the needs ofcultural and
ethnic minorities. The EAPA has found the same pattern in other
large companies. Maltbia has been instrumental in the production
ofa video that illustrates the need to accept diverse cixltural traditions and the impact ofsuch diversity on the workplace.
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Working with Health Care Plans
The city of Boston has four EAPs—one each for the
firefighters, police, hospital employees, and citywide employees.
City Insurance Director Irene Carrington asked all the EAPs to
review their records in an effort to identify what sorts of personal
problems employees were reporting that interfered with their work
and may have exacerbated substance abuse problems. Three problem areas seemed to predominate: family problems,such as divorce; on-the-job-stress, particularly for public safety employees;
and financial problems, typically resulting from one member ofa
two-income family losing a job.
Budget constraints prevented the city from initiating programs
to help employees with these problems. However, with some
17,000 employees and 12,000 retirees, the city had considerable
leverage with its health plan carriers, four HMOs and an indemnityplan. As part ofnegotiations with these carriers, the city required each eo provide wellness programs at the worksite for city
employees. The carriers agreed, with the condition that each could
.look at its own utilization patterns and use that information in
designing a program.
The city's Office ofPersonnel Management now offers classes
in stress management and solving other personal problems that
might lead to substance use. City employees are encouraged to
reach out to the community, particularly children, to demonstrate
alternatives to substance use. "To deal with prevention, you have
to deal with the children," said Carrington.
"Every request for an intervention becomes an opportunity for
prevention," said Richard Caplan, manager ofsubstance abuse
services for the Harvard Community Health Plan. In his work
with small business, he said, he is usually asked to intervene with a
troubled employee, but he finds it helpful to talk with managers
and supervisors about the work environment and what can be
done to enhance prevention efforts.

Prevention and Primary Care
Dr. Iris del Toro, director ofthe Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Program ofTreatment(ADAPT')ofthe Group Health Cooperative ofPuget Sound,is a family physician and a specialist in addiolion treatment. She emphasized the need for prevention as well as
treatment resources. "If prevention begins only in treatment programs, it's too late," she pointed out. The Group Health Coop-

"`Ifprevention begins only in treatment
programs, its too late."'
erative has sought to remove barriers to treatment so that patients
can refer themselves if possiblywithout wafting for family and
job problems to necessitate treatment. Most important, according
to del Toro, is to bring primary care providers into the prevention
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process. "When individuals report problems with anxiety or sleep
disorders to their primary care physician, that doctor should investigate the matter further to find out why this individual has these
problems," she said. The use ofinterventions can also be a time
for primary prevention with family members. Her program is
involved in educating primary care providers to look for signs of
alcohol, tobacco, and other drug problems—not only mental
health problems, but also complaints like peptic ulcers or frequent
injuries. Asocial worker trained in substance abuse also helps
physicians identify and refer patients with substance abuse problems for treatment.
Sally B. Phillips, manager ofemployee advisory services for
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,said that Met Life offers all
employees a periodic medical examination through the company's
medical department. The physicians performing these exams are
encouraged to look for signs of alcohol and other drug problems,
and a number ofreferrals to the EAP have resulted from these exams.

Shared Concerns ofLabor and
Management
According to Richard Greene, labor relations director for
Newsday, management and labor can find common ground when
it comes to health. Both parties are concerned with the individual
employee as anasset—either as part ofthe production process or as
adues-payer; both parties are concerned about safety problems;
and both are concerned about benefits. Such agreement liar led to
a shared concern for family and community health, and to
Newsduy's participation in community prevention activities. One
notable example is the publication and distribution ofspecialedition newspapers focusing on substance abuse prevention to
schools throughout the greater New York metropolitan area and
Long Island. According to Greene, prevention must be an organization-wide commitment to the community.
The International Longshoreman's and Warehouseman's
Union sponsors an EAP for its members, and George Cobbs,
director ofEAP Programs for the union, reported on the cultural
changes that have affected his industry. Formerly,"if you didn't
drink, you had to be either the police or a Customs official," he
said. Drug-free workplace laws and other restrictions have changed
that viewpoint, and drinking on the job, once a common practice,
is now not only rare but also the target of disapproval among dock
workers, whose jobs are among the most dangerous.

Engaging the Family
Illinois Bell's program is sponsored by a joint labor-management committee made up ofrepresentatives ofthe company and
the International Brotherhood ofElectrical Workers. Ina threeyear period, six percent ofIllinois Bell's 21,000 employees have
continued on page6
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Robert Rosen is thefounder andpresident ofHealthy Companies, a consulting ~znd researchfzrm that has helped organizations deal wit6i such
cutting-edge issues as healthy leadership, ~ecutive development, and strategic management ofhuman capital. He is the author ofThe Healthy
Company (Tarcher, 1991). Thefollowing are excerptsfrom his keynote address at the issueforum, in which he eloquently discusses improving
organizational health as a means ofprimary prevention.
When corporate chief executive ofTicers think about health,
the first thing that comes to their minds is financial health—marketstrength, earnings per share, return on investment, market
position. But that kind of health requires good products, quality
products offered at a reasonable price. And you can't have good
products without good work processes, good systems, good ways
of designing and measuring work. In turn, you can't have good
work processes without good people.
Companies need.a culture that motivates and inspires people.
Such a culture requires leadership—healthy, prx~ciple-driven leadership. The leadership, the culture, the people, and the processes
together ultimately lead to the financial health and well-being of
organizations. However, there are several obstacles to building
healthy leadership in today's organizations.
In institution after institution, the leaders tend to think that
the organizations are doing better than the people who work there
think they are doing. CEOs say,"Yes, indeed there is a problem"—with trust, with openness, with ethics—"but not in my
company." There is a perception problem between how leaders
think they are leading and how followers are experiencing their
leadership.

`Resistance to change is d major barrier at
the top ofour corporations."
Resistance to change is a major barrier at the top ofour corporations. The world has changed, but leaders have come up
through systems resistant to change.
As leaders move up in organizations, they tend to stop listeningand followers tend to stop talking, producing a collusion of
silence. The distance between leaders and followers is widened by
irrational and unhealthy executive compensation systems, and
executives wonder why they are accused ofarrogance and greed.
People are outgrowing the structures and the relationships of
their work institutions, creating a gap between what people need
and what people are getting from work. The diversity gap is a gap
between who people are and how they are treated.
Benefits are not seen as benefits any more—they are perceived
as entitlements. It is no wonder, then, that employees are less than
willing to share in the cost of health and disability benefits. The
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new benefits are psychological: being sensitive to family responsibilities, learning on the job, and being respected for who one is.
Jobs are getting smarter, but people are coming to work less
prepared. By the year 2000, we will have a skills gap of major
proportions-70 percent ofworkers will need to'be totally retooled for their jobs, but today only 11 percent of workers get the
retraining they need.
Employees, managers, and executives all feel undervalued and
under-productive in our workplace, and job stress has become the
most common form ofstress.
Our accounting systems don't work anymore. We don't
measure the soft assets in organizations: participation, mental wellbeing, innovation, creativity, the reputation ofthe firm. We don't
measure the human assets and other intangibles that capture the
social and intellectual capital. Instead, vve measure people as depreciating assets, not appreciating assets that add value over time.
We are all responsible for these problems. Employees say they
want a voice, they want to be involved, but they are often passive,
indifferent, and won't take responsibility. Employers offer work'
and family benefits like flexible scheduling, and employees abuse
these benefits. We need to change the way we do business.
We need new measurement tools, new workforce skills, and
new ways of approaching human capital. The lack ofthese tools
has direct bearing on our ability to develop effective substance
abuse prevention strategies. We have done a poor job ofshowing
the relationship between human capital and the rest ofthe business, and until we do that, until we develop new tools to measure
the value ofour social and intellectual capital to the bottom line,
we are operating in the dark. We invest in factories, we invest in
research and development; we invest in equipment—why don't we
invest in people?
Many companies have made substantial investment in employee health, work design, balancing work and family demands,
and training and education. But we have not leveraged those investments. The only way to leverage those investments is from the
to~with a vision of organizational health that is the key to financial success. Ifwe build healthy organizations, then we will have
financially successful organizations.
There are companies that share these convictions—Corning,
Ford, Herman Miller, for example, among large companies, and
entrepreneurial companies like Ben &Jerry's. There are also examples among nonprofit organizations, and among unions—the
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bricklayers, th.e Communications Workers ofAmerica, to name
two. We have been working to find out what leaders ofthese
organizations are like, how they think. Here are some ofthe characteristics we have found among leaders of healthy organizations:
They speak a new language. They are not afraid to use words
like love, diversity, covenants, organizational learning, social responsibility. They understand their organizations are human
enterprises, and they build community around shared values and .
shared responsibilities.
They have a broad definition oforganizational success, rather
than a preoccupation with the short-term and earnings per share.
Their performance indicators relate to organizational health, rather
than organizational weakness. We often read in the business press
about CEOs who lay off 10,000 employees and get rewarded for
being a good executive with an increase in salary. Such unhealthy
incentives are wrong, not only morally wrong, but wrong for business reasons too.

Leaders of healthy organizations understand social and intellectual capital, and they are willing to experiment with new organizational forms—the high performing self-managing team is the
team ofthe future. Finally, they know how to motivate through
human development, through empowerment, and through organizational health.
But the leaders can't do it all. We need new models of what a
healthy, committed worker is as well. We have found seven dimensions ofa healthy organization:
■Meaningful work. People need to feel a sense of purpose in
their lives in order to grow. By fostering self-esteem and a sense of
purpose among workers, leaders get commitment to their organizations. Our surveys indicate that Americans are not committed at
all to their workplaces—the prevailing attitude seems to be,"If you
don't treat me well, I am not going to treat you well," and this
attitude is shared by employers and employees alike. Changing
tk~is attitude calls not for managing the bottom line, but rather
managing the top line ofthe corporation. It calls not just for investment and training, but also for creating environments that
allow people to challenge the system and enable them to grow and
develop.

`Managing diversity zs notjustd matter of

whom a company hires, butalso how it
changes its culture."
■Valuing diversity. Managing diversity is not just a matter of
whom a company hires, but also how it changes its culture. In
many ways, our personal identities are becoming the new unions
inside our organizations. We identify with each other because of
our common experiences, whether we are older women, or veterans, for example, or whether we share one of many other dimen-
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lions ofour lives. Companies who understand this phenomenon
are going to stay at the cutting edge in terms oftheir competitive
advantage. We all need social acceptance. We need opportunities.
Companies need harmonious workplaces and innovative ideas
from all kinds of people. When these two perspectives come together then we create real health and vitality.
■
Fair treatment. We seem to have lost the core American value
that we are all so proud of—fairness, and work practices that will
reflect fairness in terms of pay, promotion, and economic security.

"... there zs the gap between the rhetoric
and reality oforgdnizrxtions."
During the past couple of years, the economy was going down and
executive salaries were going up. Beyond issues offair pay, there is
the gap between the rhetoric and reality of organizations. In
healthy organizations, leaders are always asking the question,"Are
we who we say we are?" The public relations departments don't
drive their organizations, the values do.
■
Wtdeparticipation. Healthy organizations foster open communications and participation at every level. Their leaders give workers the tools, the information, the responsibility, the control, and
the skills to do their jobs. This style ofleadership is a sharp contrast to old models of management, which were based on power
over someone else, on controlling people with status and by withholdinginformation.
■
People-centered technologies.. Technology is a form of managementwhich can either liberate or sabotage us. Federal Express
believes it is one ofthe most technologically sophisticated companies in the country. They designed their systems by asking workers at every level how they would employ technology to support
their work. They also have been on the forefront of preventing
repetitive motion and stress disorders. We can all learn from companies like that.
■
Balancingstakeholders. For years in this country, shareholders
were corporate management's number one priority, customers
were second, employees were third, families were fourth, and the
community was fifth. In 1980, the U.S. automobile industry
discovered it was getting beaten by Japanese companies, and it
suddenly discovered the customer. Customers are now represented in boardrooms along with shareholders, but soon there will
be an awakening to the fact that we have to bring employees to the
boardroom too, along with their families, the community, and the
environment.
continued on page6
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Healthy Company, continued
■
Social responsibility. Workers want to work for something that
is larger than themselves. Several companies are asking their emk~loyees to come together to make decisions about the company's
chai~ital~le giving.
Does the health ofan organization have a direct relationship
alCc~1~~1;
Co~~rcco, and other drug,problems? When we start
~a
~~utting all these pieces togetkier we begin to see that unhealthy
workplaces are undermining-the value ofour people. Doing somet~ing abQut'tl~is problem is prmary:prevention at its best, and at
'an ~xt~aordinary extreme. Primary prevention is broader than just
ed~ication=it is an examination ofthe environmental variables
that have an effect on the health and:development ofour people.
Woxkplaces can influence those variables by promoting the physical and emotional well-being ofworkers and by making available

Workplace, continuedfrom page3
sought help for substance abuse problems. Ofthese, 84 percent
seeking help.for alcohol and drug problems are in recovery. According to Employee Assistance Manager Don King, the labormanagement committee is committed to doing more about prevention at the worksite, community and family levels through
education and awareness.
The committee distributes materials to community groups
and has sponsored the showing ofvideos that dramatize family and
job problems associated with substance use. King and his union
counterpart, Jim McCurley, visit Illinois Bell worksites throughout
the state to train supervisors and union stewards. According to
King, they encourage supervisors and stewards to focus on their
field ofexpertise—job performance—rather than attempting to
diagnose a problem.
Another focus ofthe committee's activities has been
codependency. King believes that, through education and awareness, family members can learn not to condone or enable substance use but instead to encourage early intervention before problems become serious. In fact, each intervention is also a time for
primary prevention with others in the family. McCurley pointed
out that the committee also has had to build a reputation for trustworthiness and integrity in order to be effective.

Changing Soria! Norms
A presentation on the evolution oftobacco use prevention served as
an example ofchanging social norms, and a discussion ofthe relationship between workplace culture andprevention underscored the importance ofthe work environment.
According to Jeffrey W. McKenna, Chiefofthe Health Communications Branch at the Office on Smoking and Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, marketing campaigns to
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`Primaryprevention ... zs do ~amindtion ofthe environmental variables ~hdt

have do ef~ect on the health and development ofourpeople."

health-centered technologies—good benefits, EAPs, and an understanding ofthe relationship between physical and mental.health.
Organizational health is the glue that will keep tomorrow's
organizations together and moving forward.
Healthy, ethical, skilled people are a company's greatest asset.
Organizations must choose to liberate and inspire that asset, or
they will undermine and sabotage it. ■

encourage smokers to quit and nonsmokers not to start have had
much success. A wide variety of products is available to help
smokers to quit, such as clinics, video and audio tapes, books,
personal monitoring devices, and nicotine replacement therapy.
Messages in the mass media have played an important role, as have
tobacco control laws and policies calling for minimum age laws for
youth, warning labels on packages, and clean air policies. While
these approaches have made progress in decreasing the number of
smokers, they are countered by.the efforts ofthe tobacco industry:
it spends more than four billion dollars each year to advertise and
promote its products, which remain entirely legal. Moreover,
cigarettes are more affordable in the United States than in any
other country.
What role can the workplace play in encouraging smokers to
quit? McKenna pointed out that employers who value their "human assets" have done much. Smoking employees know they are
addicted, he said, and they often want their employer's help.
Moreover, with the Environmental Protection Agency's declaration that second-hand smoke is carcinogenic, nonsmoking employees are more willing to take their employers to court for failing
to provide a safe and healthful environment. Finally, companies
are increasingly conscious ofthe value communities place on employers' efforts to contribute to the health and well-being not only
ofemployees but oftheir families and the community at large as
well. Some ofthese same.incentives—letting employees know
they are valued, avoiding unnecessary health and safety problems
on the job, and serving the community—apply to prevention of
other substance abuse as well.
Dr. Sheila Akabas, Director of Columbia University's Workplace Center, outlined changes in workplace culture that support
prevention efforts. She suggested that workplaces can incorporate
prevention into their cultures by making organizational structures
less rigid and facilitating open communication among workers and
work groups; by placing emphasis on safety, fair treatment of
workers and respect for diversity; and by teaching employees copingskills including decision-making, communication, and creating
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and using social support systems in the workplace. Such changes
occur slowly, she cautioned, but incremental change can produce
meaningful results. "The parallel between the ingredients of primaryprevention and good management practice is inescapable,"
Akabas said.

The Federal Role in Workplace
Prevention
Remarks by Elaine M.Johnson, Ph.D., ActzngAdministrator, SubstanceAbuse and MentalHealth Services Administration
Dr. Johnson stressed the commitment ofthe Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration to promote prevention strategies and programs in the workplace. She noted that
businesses, for example, have always been prominent and critical
participants in the 249 community partnerships fox prevention

funded by CSAP.
Dr. Johnson explained that three ofthe most critical problems
facing our nation—health care costs, the economy and the plight
ofcentral cities—are all worsened by substance abuse. Alcohol and
other drug abuse drives up health care costs, drives down productivityand drives out any hope for the future ofour cities and their

Fully ~o-thi~~ ofcurrent ~substdnceJ
uses are employed."
citizens. She also stressed the importance ofrecognizing that most
current users ofillicit drugs are not found in the alleys but are
employed, in the offices and assembly lines ofthis country. Fully
two-thirds ofcurrent users are employed!
She went on to say that, in 1986 under Executive Order
12564, the federal government adopted the policy that it"...can
and should show the way toward achieving drug-free workplaces
through a program designed to offer drug users a helping hand ..
.". Although this has helped bring about the adoption of policies
and programs to deal with substance abuse by employees, the vast
majority ofAmerican workers do not have the benefit ofan employee assistance program. However, employers are recognizing
that they have an opportunity to improve employee health, enhanceworkplace productivity and secure the workforce ofthe
future.
By responding to the real-world needs oftheir employees for
substance abuse prevention and treatment help, she observed,
comprehensive prevention efforts by businesses will be good for
employees, business and the community alike. The workplace
depends on the community to provide capable, motivated, respon-
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Bible workers. It is both reasonable and desirable for the community to look to the workplace for help in dealing with the burden
ofsubstance abuse.
Dr.Johnson also noted,"There is no work this country needs
more right now and no work more satisfying than the work this
forum can accomplish—helping secure the future ofthis country
by working to prevent substance abuse."

Recommendations for Action
Issues forum participants, drawing on presentations and their
own experience and expertise, convened in work groups to develop
recommendations for action—not just for CSAP and other federal
agencies, but also for employers, employees, unions, prevention
specialists, and health care providers—to give prevention greater
prominence, and to secure greater commitment and activity. Participants agreed that the goals of primary prevention include not
only the prevention of problems associated with alcohol; tobacco
and other drug use, but also the promotion of healthy development and opportunities for individuals; businesses and their communities. Participant suggestions included the following:
1)Collectand disseminate information on "what works"in preventzon. To build understanding and participation by the private
sector, it is important to identify the range ofsuccessfiil, effective
prevention efforts and disseminate information about them to
business leaders. This effort should highlight methods, organizations and activities that are proving the value of prevention. Both
research-based outcome studies and program evaluations should be
included.
2)Promoteprevention partnerships. The value of partnerships was
also stressed, with the recognition that prevention is accomplished
through a variety ofdisciplines and it needs a unified, comprehensive approach. In the workplace, employers, employees, unions,
and health care providers can all play a role. Businesses can be part
ofa community partnership effort as well as joining with other
companies in sharing programming as well as data for evaluation
purposes. Consortium arrangements can also help make more
effective use oflimited resources.
3)Help employers develop prevention-orientedpolicies. Employers
should be encouraged to develop and implement consistent and
clear policies, with specific consequences, for all levels ofthe work
organization. These policies should address alcohol and tobacco
use as well as illicit drugs, and should focus on long-term perspectives for the health of both employees and the company. Responsible corporate citizenship and good business are valid goals, with
prevention an important part of both.
/~) Support healthy organizationaland occupational culeures. Participants agreed that more attention should be paid to defining
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healthy work environments and supporting the physical, social and
managerial characteristics that promote such workplaces. Organizational and occupational cultures can reflect the value placed on
employees, their families and the community as a whole. Corporate efforts can thus promote the goals of prevention, helping individuals and work organizations to achieve a healthier, drug-free
status.

S)Makeprevention part ofeducation and training. Prevention
training and education should be included in curricula for treatmentspecialists, prevention practitioners and others in the community—including business people, teachers, and health care
providers. Bringing a range of other disciplines to a better understanding of prevention will help broaden the concept and expand
its reach to diverse audiences.

use by the private sector in planning alcohol and other drug abuse
prevention and intervention. To broaden prevention's reach to
business, industry and labor groups, CSAP is developing a number
ofcommunications materials—including videos and special mailings—as part of the Prevention Works.~campaign. Development of
these materials is an integral part offollow-up initiatives: Finally,
CSAP continues to invite the input and participation of other
interested private- and public-sector organizations and individuals.
For example, CSAP is cosponsoring a national research and policy
conference entitled "Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other Drug Problems
in the Workplace: Incentives for Prevention" with the University
of California-San Diego in May 1994.(For more information,
contact UCSD Extension 1076,9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA
92093,[619] 534-2324.)
■

CSAP's Response: Follow-up
Activities
CSAP has already begun follow-up activities in response to
participants' suggestions. This issues briefis being distributed to
members of the Washington Business Group on Health, all individuals invited to the forum, and other groups. It will also be
available through the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and
Drug Information (telephone [800]729-6686). In addition, an
upcoming special issue ofThe Journal ofPrimary Prevention is
being cosponsored by CSAP, and will feature workplace-based
prevention efforts.
To assist in the recommended dialogue between overlapping
fields, a small group ofleaders in primary prevention, intervention,
EAPs, health promotion and wellness will be brought together
under the auspices ofCSAP and several foundations to discuss the
conceptual frameworks for each discipline. The meeting format
will also allow for planning future collaboration and shared program development for the business community.
A special grant program has also been developed for the CSAP
community partnerships, to help them initiate new workplace
prevention efforts. These funding supplements will assist approxiinately 50 grantees in implementing new community-business
programs over the next two years.
In addition, several new publications have been prepared for

The Washington Business Group on Health is a national
membership organization ofemployers committed to improving
the health ofall Americans and mitigating the effects ofillness and
disability. WBGH identifies and promotes effective health and
human resource strategies at the worksite and in the community,
and provides a forum for the forging ofcollaborative health policy
solutions. Its 200 members include many ofthe nation's Fortune
500 employers. Through its National Resource Center on
Worksite Health Promotion, WBGH disseminates information
on effective health promotion and disease prevention programs at
the worksite.
The Center for Substance Abuse Prevention, Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, supports and
promotes the continued development ofcommunity,state, national, and international comprehensive prevention systems.
CSAP's goal is to connect people and resources with innovative
ideas, strategies, and programs designed to encourage creative and
effective efforts aimed at reducing and eliminating alcohol and
other drug problems in our society. CSAP also provides federal
leadership to support, stimulate, and create partnerships at a(l levels
and with all sectors ofsociety to create a holistic prevention agenda
designed to strengthen the nation's capacity to foster healthy individuals, families, organizations, institutions, and communities,
especially among those most at risk. To accomplish its mission,
CSAP promotes the concepts ofno use ofany illegal drug and no
illegal or high-risk use of alcohol or other legal drugs.
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